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ABSTRACT 

Physical mapping ofDNA can be accomplished by direct AFM imaging d site specitic proteins bound to DNA molecules. 
Using Gln-Ill, a mutaut ofE'coRI endomcl- with a specific &ty for EcoRl sites lo00 times greater than wild type enzyme but 
with cleavage rate constants reduced by a factor of 1 O', we demonstrate site-specific mapping by direct AFM imaging. Images are 
presented showing speufic-site binding of Gln-I11 to plasmids having either one (PSS") or two (pMP'7 EcoRI sites. Identification 
dthe Gln-1 1 1DNA complex is greatly enhanced by biotinylation of the complex followed by d o n  with streptavidin gold prior 
to imaging huge enhancement coupled with improvements in our preparation techniques for imaging large DNA molecules, such 
as lambda DNA (47 kb), has the potential to contribute to direct AFM restriction mapping ofcosmid-sized genomic DNAs. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sequencing genomes is one of the ultimate goals of genomic mearch, To sequence DNA Using conventional methods, 
individual chromosomes must be cut into increasingly smaller hgments that can be replicated and characterkd. The smallest 
fragments are the sequencing vectors, roughly 4000 bp in size, that after sequencing must be reassembled in the correct order, or 
mapped, to their correct position on the chromosome. 7. 

Physical mapping ideat&s physical or chemical characteristics on DNA molecules. The lowest resolution physical maps are 
the chromosomal or cytogenetic maps that identi& by light micro-, spedic banding patterns on stained intact chromosomes. 
This technique is d both far identi@ng chromosomes that are similar in size and for locating genes or gene fragments to specitic 

The latter is accoxnplkhd by taggmg the DNA marker with a radioactive or fluorescent label and finding the position 
dthe labeled probe bourd to its complementary strand on the intact chmmosome. The resolution dthis technique, fluor- in- 
situ hybridization (FISH), is rougbly 2 Mb on condensed chromosomes and 100 Kb or less on compact inteqhase chromosomes. 
Hi~reso lu ton  physical maps are generated by cutting individual chromosomes into clonable cosmid or PI-sited fragments that 
are mapped and ordered into contiguous blocks of DNA (mtigs). 

High-resolution restriction mapping of c o e d  and P1-sized genomic clones, 40 kb and 95 kb respectively, is labor intensive. 
Current mapping strategies rely upon multiple partial restriction endonuclease digestions, gel htionation, Southem blotting, and 
hybridization with labeled end probes, or fbgeqxinthg which requks multiple overlapping clones. Generation of a single high- 
resolution ECORI andor BmHI restriction map of a 95-kb PI clone requires roughly three weeks work and may be compromised 
by the presence of "fast recognition sites.'' 

The primaty goal of this study was to develop a new physical mapping technique combining the imaging capabilities of the 
atomic force microscope (AFM) with the documented Site-specific athhment of restriction enzymes to DNA molecules. Using a 
mutant EcoRI endonuclease modified to bind, but not cut DNA, we have identified both single and double EcoRI sites on plasmid 
molecules. When Mly developed, using this direct imaging technique, we anticipate restriction mapping one intact cosmid or P 1 clone 
per day, a great savings of time over conventional methcds. 
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2. MATERIALSAND METHODS 

2.1 DNA 

The plasnids used in this sabdy werepBS (3204 bp, fiom Stratagene, Ldolla, CA), with one EcoRI site and p W 3 '  (4 100 bp, 
ATCC Rockville, MD), with two EcoRI sites 1400 bp apart. The linearized pBS' was prepared by treatment with SmuI. All of the 
DNAs were maintained in 0.01 M ammonhm acetate b d k r  at pH 7.2. 

2.2 Restriction endonuclease 

ThebRI  restriCtian enzyme used is a genetically engmeered mutant having Gln substituted for Glu at position 1 1 1 in the amino 
acid seqwnce. The cxmqumx of this mutation is that the specsc aflhity of the Gln mutant for EcoRI sites is lOOOX greater than 
that of the wild type endonuclease while the rate constants for first and second strand cleavage are reduced by a lO'-fa~tor.'~ 

2.3 Bindinn Gh-1 1 1 ~donuclease to DNA 

Binding of Gln-1 1 1 to pBS+ or to pMP" was accomplished by incubating 1 mg of DNA with 0.5 mg of enzyme in 0.1 M Tris 
+0.001 MEDTA at pH 7.6. Atbr 1 hr at room temperature the 40-ml reaction mixture was pipetted onto a Sephacryl300 column 
(Pharmaceia, Piscataway, NJ) coIlstIucted by cotton plugging a Pasteur pipette, adding an aqueous suspension of Sephauyl300 to 
a height of 4.5 cm, and equilibrating the COiumn with 0.005 M ammonium acetate pH 7.0. The column was eluted with 0.005 M 
ammonium acetate at pH 7.0, and collected m 7-drop hctions (-160 mb'fkaction). Fractions 5 or 6, containing the bulk of the DNA, 
were used for AFM imaging. 

2.4 DNA-EcoRI complex Simal amdifcation 

We amplified the signal from the mutant EcuRI-DNA complex by biotinylating the endonuclease and reacting with 
streptavidin/lO-nm gold' The biOtinylation of Gln-111 was accomplished by incubating 1.8 mg of either pBS' or pMP3* with 0.98 
mg of Gln-1 1 1 in 40 ml of 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate at pH 8.5 for 60 min. at room temperature. Biotin-XX-MIS Ester (Clontech, 
Pal0 Alto, CA) was dissolved i n n , n e l € d d e  (Aldrich, Milwaukee, wr) at a concentration of 2 mg/d  and 3 ml was a#ed 
to the DNA-endonuclease mixture, incubated at room temperature for 90 min. The solution was then placed on a Sephauyi 300 
column, eluted with 10 mM sodium bicarbonate at pH 8.5, and collected in sevendrop &actions. A 100-ml aliquot of fiactim 5 or 
6 was mixed with 5-ml afstfeptaVidin-lOnm gold (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), incubated at room temperam for 90 min., and prep& 
for imaging with the AFM. 

2.5 AFMimaeing 

DNA and DNA-endonuclease preparations at DNA concentrations of 0.2 to 0.4 mghnl were prepared for imaging by adding 
magnesium chloride or magnesium acetate to a hal concentration ofO.005 M to 100 ml of sample. The Mf ion was added to 
stabilize the DNA on the substrate and to prevent subsequent removal by the AFM probe tip.'3 A 30-ml aliquot was pipetted onto 
e d  af three 3B-inCh dhmeter cleaved mica disks (punched out with a hole punch ), incubated for 1 0 min. and, without drying, 
rinsed by plunging 1OX into deionized distilled IEp, followed by rinsing with a stream of deionized distilled water, rinsed by plunging 
1OX into 1 : 1 H.p/EtOH, followed by 3 rinses in 1 W !  EtOH, the last of which is critical point dried6 After drying the samples were 
imaged in either a Nanompe 11 (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) operated in contact mode, or a Nanoscope Ill operated in 
tapping mode. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 DNA Strand Measurements 

Accurate length measurements of DNA strands taken from AFM images of plasmids clearly demonstrate the feasibility of 
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making reliable assignments of marker positions along DNA molecules. 
Images of fields d2-4 nm showed several molecuies which were analyzed 
by saftware @El Image 1.47). Contour-length measurements proved to be 
very easy using the built-in tools of the program. Figure 1 shows the 
contour lengths of more than two hundred images of both circular and 

This is very close to the0.34 &p expected for 3-form DNA in solution.* 

22 Eco- site PES+. 

lioearizedpBSpleSnid' Although a distribution of sizes is obmed ,  the 
peak is at 972 nm for the circular fom and 957 nm for the linear form. 

The standard deviation is 5.3% and 5.6%, respectively. 
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sites on DNA moldes we chose Gln- 1 1 1 a EcoRI mutant that Specifcally Figure 1. Frequency &gograms of plasmid lengths 
binds to the ECORI site but effectively does not cleave DNA. EmRI m d & $ ~ y f i r o m ~ m i c r o g r a p h s .  
endonuclease is a smaU dimeric gIobuiar protein of known sequence with 
a molecular weight of62,OOO Daltons. The nucleic acid recognition site is GAATTC and the endonuclease binds as a dimer to this 
site and the complementa~~ site on the duplex DNA molecule?*'o 

To determine the feasibility of directly mapping restriction emyme Length (nm) 

CrystaUographic analysis shows the two subunits of the enzyme forming a globular structure with the DNA embedded in one 
side. The compiex as a whoIe is 5.0-nm wide while the diameter of a DNA molecule is 2 ML" We would therefore predict, h 

0 0.20 0.40 0.w) 

Figure 2. pBS' plasmids with mutant (nonatting) EcoRl 
endonuclease attached. 

m 

scored fix eradwuclea~e binding due to background 
e o n .  This is a problem inherent to pmbe microscopes 
where imaging is accomplished by sensing d a c e  topography 
and as a cunsequence both sample and contaminants wiil be 
imaged. We arecadinuing to work toward reducing background 
mtamination in DNA samplc~. 

The AFM image in Figure 3 shows three circular pBS+ 
molecules site specifically labeled with the mutant EcoRI 
eadonuclease Gh-111. Aftet forming site specific complexes 
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previous studies that we bave published on tip-sample interactions'2 
, that at the point where the enzyme is bound to the DNA molecule 
tbe imaged width and height should be -50% larger, and therefore 
clearly resolved by AF'M. 

The results of reacting the Gh-111 mutant EmRI 
endanuclease withpBSplasmid that has one EcoRI binding site is 
ShaWninFigure 2. This is a contact mode AFM image and three of 
the plasmid molecules clearly show the bound endonucl~(small 
arrows). As predicted, the DNA-enzyme complex appears to be 
-5o%widathan~DNAmoleculeandsinCetheZ-sc~e(hei~) 
i s h  dark (low) to light (high) the complex appears lighter thnn 
the plasmid molecule. A fourth molecule (large m w )  cannot be 
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Figure 3. EcoRI attachment sites amplified with 1 
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with plasmid m l d e s ,  the enzyme was biotiuylated and reacted with streptavidin-gold to amplify the signal. The single enzyme site 
three plasmid mokcules is clearly visible a d  could be accurately identified at lower @cations which would greatly facilitate 

imaging and mapping larger DNA molecules. When compared to Figure 2 where only the emyme-DNA complex was imaged, the 
effect of arnplif;ling the signal with streptavidin-gold is remarkable. 

23 ECORI b a  to double 32 . .  

Our next experiment was to determine if more than one EcoRI site on a DNA molecule could be mapped by AFM imaging. 
For this purpose the Gln-111 endonuclease Was mcubated with the plasmid, biotinylated, reacted with s&+ividin-gold, and prepared 
for imaging as previouSly described. In Figure 4a both of the EcoRI sites can be seen to be labeled with the expected distance 
meen the two markers. A line scan through one of the gold spheres (Fig. 4b) shows the expected height ofthe gold sphere to be 
slightly less than 10 nm, well within experimental error, while the width of the sphere is greater than 10 nm due to the convolution 
effects intmducd by the probe tip. In Figure 4c both of the &oRI sites on the plasmid have been specltically labeled with the Gln- 
1 I1 endonuclease complexed with biotin-streptavidin-gold. However, the gold spheres have become associated with one another 
and it is not possible to determine the distance between the EcoRI sites on this molecule. This is a problem that we have identified 
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Figure 4a. Image of pMP’* mapped With mutant EcoRI 
nu 

amplified by 10-nm gold 
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in these preliminary studies and one that we must address in 
future work. 

3.4 AFM Imaeina of lare DNA molecules 

Improvements in both instrumentation and in sample 
preparation techniques have made possible the routine imaging 
of large DNA molecules. Single-scan AFM images of a 50-kb 
DNA molecule, such as lambda phage DNA (Fig. 5). would have 
been impossible to accomplish with the technology that existed 
two or three years ago. Continued improvements in 
instrumentation include increasing the potential scan area Grom 
rougyI 2-nm square to ova 100-nm square. The implementation 
ofaresonam g cantilevered probe with cyclical contact (Tapping 
Mode, Digital Instruments, Inc. Santa Barbara, CA), has 
eliminated disturbances due to lateral forces intmduced by direct 
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Figure 4b. Cross-section of one of the gold spheres in Fig. .. 
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Figure 4c. Occasionally gold spheres defining two EcuRI 
n* 

sites are seen clumped together. t 
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Figure 511. AFM image of a hear lambda DNA molecule(47 
kb). 
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Figure 5b. AFM image of a circular lambda DNA 
molecule. 

contact saming. This mode ofopcration also greatly reduced aunoying ~ ~ ~ c e  waves that obscured tiny s t ~ ~ ~ t u r e s  such as DNA. 
Combining the results of our theoretical studies of cantilever resonance and damping", we found that a helium atmosphere greatly 
improved instrument performance and huge quality. A M e r  improvement involving phase detection was recently installed that 
ailow vay sensitive feedback to surface features and e l i i a t e s  interfetence waves. The result is that high quality, high wntrast 
images of DNA on mica can now be routinely obtained in minutes. 

Sample preparation methodology has also been developed over the past few years. Basically the AFM is a topographical 
imagiugsys&n atxibothDNAaodothersituclures that are either inherent or applied to the muntingsurfaoe will be imaged. In our 
labonmy we have d e % i f &  our e$oats to eliminate background adsorbates on mounting surfaces. We use volatile buffers 
such as ammonium acetate with our DNA preparations. We have systematically reduced other potential sources of background 
ammimion, such as the miuimum amount of Me, that must be added to the mounting medium to stabilize DNA. Finally extensive 
rinsing of DNA prepdons  in both S O  and EtOH followed by critical point drying, in which the liquid goes to the gas phase at equal 
pressure, has eiiminated spurious background salts and greatly reduced artifacts inherent in air dried preparations. These 
improvements have collectively made imaging routine for large DNA molecules, such 8s lambda' or kinetoplast6 DNA and similar 
success in imaging cosmid or PI clones should be expected. - 

4. SUMMARY 

Our resuits suppart the idea that it would be both possible and practical to develop a direct physical mapping technology using 
AFM imaging to locate restriction enzymes bound to qxdic  sites on large DNA decules.  The gold labels form a readily recognized 
signal that can be statistically verified for stable binding positions in a very straightforward manner. When developed it would be 
d l e  to expect Using this tecbIogy, that cosmid or PI-sized clones could be restriction mapped at high resoIution on the intact 
molecules. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi- 
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer- 
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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